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Okay, so no preaching
in this post. I’m going
back to my old
Saturday tradition of
just putting a few
thoughts into the ether
and letting them
develop as they will.
Well…not so much
tradition. I wrote
random thoughts for
two weeks in 2005,
one of which I may
have been high. The
thoughts proved to be
unpopular, except to
some revolutionary
who adopted them as
a manifesto and took
over the nation he now
leads in a bloody coup.
Uh, anyway. The
 thoughts.

American student Amanda Knox and her Italian boyfriend Raffaele Sollecito were sentenced
yesterday to 26 and 25 years in prison respectively for the murder of their British roommate
Meredith Kercher. The horrible, brutal, gruesome event is still being described as a “sex
game.”  Just this morning Bloomberg labeled the homicide as a sex game gone wrong. A sex
game is naked football, and nobody gets killed (unless maybe you choose to play without
helmets). Good sex game: Fried Chicken, velvet handcuffs and a Susan Boyle album.  Bad
sex game: An 8″ Wustoff, drugs and psychosis. To really poorly paraphrase the old Woody
Allen bit, sex between a man and a woman is a beautiful thing. Sex between five people is just
asking for trouble. Game definitions are in order. Playing evoo Twister while watching Rachel
Ray might be considered a game, but this was just drug and alcohol fueled murder.

Yeah Prostitutes! Normally I wouldn’t put in a positive plug for hooking, but the Copenhagen,
Denmark working girls deserve a bit of praise for banding together and sticking it to the man.
In anticipation of the international Climate Summit scheduled for the third week of December,
the Copenhagen constabulary has tried to sweep the ladies off the streets and clean up the
city for the arrival dignitaries. The girls are fighting back with a holiday price buster and giving
away their services. Even better, if you search Google for the term “Copenhagen Prostitutes”
they’ll give you a map (I didn’t even have to ask). So much for global warming.  
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